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The other day I was searching the internet for some information when I ran across
some internet chatter regarding Chevrolet Volt fires and a
possible recall on the Volt.
What peaked my curiosity
was that in some of the articles, the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration
was to have tested the vehicles, knew there was a problem, but failed to do anything
about it. I decided to look
further into this and discovered that, as with everything
else reported over the internet, things are not as they
always seem.
Fox News.com reported in a
published article on January
25, 2012 that the National
Highway Traffic Safety administration knew about
Chevrolet Volt fires involving
the Volt batteries following
crash tests performed at
NHTSA facilities but yet
failed to notify the public
about the potential dangers
involved. Fox News.com
reported that the House
Oversight and Government
Reform committee conducted a hearing on the issue and suggested that
NHTSA may have tainted its
probe of the fires because
the government’s partial

ownership of GM as a result
of the bailout. David Strickland, the head of NHTSA,
claimed that NHTSA “pulled
no punches” in its investigation. He stated that the
agency is transparent and did
its job. The chair of the committee, Republican Darrell
Issa, R-Calif., claimed that the
agency ‘screwed things up’ by
keeping things secret. “How
dare you not have both the
public and this committee
know what you knew in a
timely fashion,” he said.
Strickland reported that he
would have gone public immediately if there was an imminent safety risk to the public. He continued by saying
that it would have been irresponsible to tell people that
something was wrong with the
Volt while experts looked into
the cause of the fire.
At the heart of the debate is
an incident that had occurred
in May of 2011 during a test
of a Chevrolet Volt. The
crash test involved a NCAP
oblique side pole impact test.
The pole struck and deformed the sill plate under the
driver’s door at a location
where there is a structural
member. The lateral member
displaced inward and pierced

the HV battery enclosure
and battery, and caused a
battery coolant leak. Following the test, as is standard practice, NHTSA subjected the vehicle to a rollover test, where the vehicle
is rotated on its side where
its allowed to sit for a specified period of time. The
vehicle is then rotated onto
its roof, allowed to sit, then
rotated onto the opposite
side and allowed to sit before finally returned to an
upright position. Following
the crash test the vehicle
was moved to an outside
storage lot where other test
vehicles are stored. Approximately 3 weeks following the test, the test vehicle
in question mysteriously
caught fire in the lot, subsequently destroying the vehicle and a couple other test
vehicles parked nearby.
The result of the investigation that followed was that
battery coolant had leaked
into the battery’s electronic
components and basically
caused a short in the battery which ultimately resulted in a fire. Two other
Volts involved in separate
safety tests also had fires.
An official investigation into
the fire issue was opened
on November 25, 2011.
(Continued on page 2)
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The agency determined that
the Volt posed no greater fire
risk than gasoline-powered vehicles. General Motors Chairman and CEO Daniel Akerson
said that “For all the loose talk
about fires, we are here today
because tests by regulators
resulted in battery fires under
lab conditions that no driver
would experience in the real
world. “ He also went on to
say that while the company
designed the Volt to be a great
car, “unfortunately, there was
one thing we didn’t engineer...we did not engineer the
Volt to be a political punching
bag.”

have specific attributes that
should be made clear to consumers, the emergency rerecharging of the HV battery
sponse community and the tow
upon leakage detection. Since
truck operator and storage fathe modifications have been
cilities. NHTSA had developed
installed on the current model
interim guidance with the assisyear, GM has tested 4 Volts
tance of the National Fire Proreplicating the NHTSA tests
tection Association, the Dept. of
Energy, and others to increase
involving side sill impacts and
awareness and identify approhas been unable to replicate
the battery intrusion or battery priate safety measures for
these groups.
coolant leakage previously reported.
So, to summarize, while the

added a sensor that detects
excessive battery coolant loss,

general risk of fire in the event
of a crash. Electric vehicles

and included software that
alerts the driver and prevents

GM has also instituted a volun- Chevrolet Volt has been in
volved in fires, these fires are
tary “Customer Satisfaction
the result of battery shorts
Action”, not a recall, involving

which where created under lab
conditions. There have been
GM has since agreed to modno realworld documented
ify/strengthen the vehicle struc- NHTSA has reported no realfires involving Chevrolet Volts
ture in the area where the bat- world fires involving the Volt
tery intrusion occurred in the
since its release and has stated thus far and no supporting fod
May 2011 test. They also have that all vehicles have some
der for the internet crowd.
the modification to existing vehicles.

References for the Chevrolet Volt
article:
Www.foxnews.com/
politics/2012/01/25/
Www.content.usatoday.com/
communities
Www.-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/defects/
defectresults.cfm?
Www.nhtsa.gov/About+NHTSA/
Press+Release/2012

IACAI Board Director Scott Poston discusses the characteristics of a
café style motorcycle during the IACAI’s June seminar on Motorcycle
Crash Investigation recently held at the Plainfield Recrecation Center in
Plainfield on June 27th.
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The IIHS reports that analysis
of 14 years worth of crash data
involving Institute-rated vehicles shows that a driver of a
vehicle rated good in the moderate overlap test is 46 percent
less likely to die in a frontal
crash, compared with a driver
of a vehicle rated poor. A
driver of a vehicle rated acceptable or marginal is 33 percent less likely to die than a
driver of a poorly rated one.
Frontal crash test results can’t
be used to compare vehicle
performance across weight
classes. That’s because kinetic energy involved in the
moderate overlap and small
overlap frontal tests depends
on the speed and the weight of
the test vehicle. Thus, the
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crash is more severe for heavier vehicles.
Given equivalent frontal ratings, the heavier of two vehicles usually offers better protection in real-world crashes.
In 2009, the Institute demonstrated this principle with a
series of tests in which small
cars were crashed into larger
cars, all of which had good
frontal ratings in the moderate
overlap test.
Only 3 of 11 midsize luxury
and near-luxury cars evaluated
earn good or acceptable ratings in the IIHS’s new small
overlap frontal crash test. The
Acura TL and Volvo S60
earned good ratings, while the
Infiniti G earned acceptable
ratings. The Acura TSX, BMW
3 series, the Lincoln MKZ and

Volkswagon CC earned marginal ratings. The MercedesBenz C-class, Lexus IS
250/350, Audi A4 and Lexus
ES 350 earned poor ratings.
All of the vehicles tested were
2012 models.
In 2009, IIHS conducted a
study of vehicles with good
ratings for frontal crash protection. Small overlap crashes
accounted for nearly a quarter
of the frontal crashes involving
serious or fatal injury to front
seat occupants. Another 24
percent of the frontal crashes
were moderate overlap
crashes, although they likely
occurred a much higher
speeds than the tests.
References: IIHS Press Release: New Crash Test
Results Aim To Drive Improvements In Protecting
People In Frontal Crashes, August 2012.

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION TRAINING
IPTM

http://www.iptm.org/Schedule.aspx

NUCPS http://nucps.northwestern.edu/
course/crs_list.asp

9/10-14/2012
$695

Event Data Recorder
Columbus, OH

10/1-12/2012
$950

Advanced Traffic Crash Invest.
Jacksonville, FL

10/9-11/2012
$1050

Heavy Vehicle ECM Data
Jacksonville, FL

11/5-9/2012
$695

Event Data Recorder
Jacksonville, FL

11/12-16/2012
$795

Investigation of Motorcycle Crashes
Jacksonville, FL

2/25-3/1/2013

Energy Methods and Damage Analy
sis in Accident Reconstruction
Jacksonville, FL

$825

To Register, visit the website or call: 904-620-4786

9/10-21/2012
$975

Crash Investigation I
Evanston, IL

9/24-10/5/2012 Crash Investigation II
$975
Evanston, IL
10/8-12/2012
$775

Vehicle Dynamics
Evanston, IL

10/15-26/2012
$1050

Traffic Crash Reconstruction I
Evanston, IL

10/29-11/2/2012 Traffic Crash Reconstruction II
$850
Evanston, IL
3/7/2013
$125

CDR Tech Level I
Evanston, IL

To Register, visit the website or call: 800-323-4011
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Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Press-Release

ccording to a recent press
release by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, approximately one-half of all passenger vehicle occupants
killed on US roads die in frontal crashes.
The automotive industry had
made great strides in frontal
occupant protection, thanks in
a large part to the crash test
program the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration
began in the late 1970’s and
the crashworthiness evaluations the IIHS began in 1995.
The IIHS recently announced the addition of a new
test to help drive improvements in frontal crash protection: the Small Overlap Frontal
Crash test. This new test is
designed to replicate what
happens when the front corner
of a vehicle collides with another vehicle or object like a
tree or utility pole. This crash
test is a challenge for some
safety belt and airbag designs
because the occupants move
both forward and towards the
side of the vehicle.
In the small overlap frontal
test, the test vehicle travels at
40 mph toward a 5 foot tall
rigid barrier. Twenty-five percent of the total width of the
vehicle strikes the barrier on
the driver’s side.
Most modern vehicles have
safety cages encapsulating
the occupant compartment
and built to withstand head-on
collisions and moderate overlap frontal crashes with little
deformation. At the same
time, crush zones help manage crash energy to reduce
forces on the occupant com-

partment. The main crushzone structures are concentrated in the middle 50 percent
of the front end. When a
crash involves these structures, the occupant compartment is protected from intrusion, and the front airbags and
safety belts can effectively
restrain and protect occupants.
Small overlap frontal crashes
primary affect the vehicle’s
outer edges, which aren’t well
protected by the crush-zone
structures. Crash forces go
directly into the front wheel,
suspension system and firewall. It is not uncommon for
the wheel to be forced rearward into the footwell, contributing to even more intrusion in
the occupant compartment
and resulting in serious leg
and foot injuries. To provide
effective protection in small
overlap crashes, the safety
cage needs to resist crash
forces that aren’t tempered by
crush-zone structures. Widening these front-end structures
also would help.
Safety belts and airbags are
important in any crash configuration, and they are especially taxed in small overlap
frontal crashes. When cars
strike the test barrier they tend
to move sideways away from
it, and the interior structures,
including the driver’s door,
side window, and A-pillar
move in the same direction.
The occupant, however, keeps
moving forward into the path
of the sideways-moving interior structures. At the same
time, the steering column and
driver’s airbag move inboard
in many vehicles because of

the way the front end and occupant compartment deform.
If the occupant misses the
airbag or slides off of it, the
head and chest are unprotected. (Based on tests using
test dummies.)
Front airbags are calibrated to
deploy in these types of
crashes. Side airbags, including head-protecting curtains
and chest-protecting torso
airbags, don’t always deploy
because they are designed
mainly for true side impacts—
think so-called T-bone crashes
at intersections. When they
do deploy, they don’t always
do so early enough or extend
far enough forward to adequately protect people. The
result is an airbag gray zone
with gaps between what front
airbags cover and what side
airbags do—if they deploy at
all.
Without airbag protection,
people in real-world small
overlap frontal crashes can
sustain head injuries from direct contact with the A-pillar,
dashboard, or window sill or
by hitting trees, poles, or other
objects. Chest injuries happen when people contact the
steering wheel, door or other
intruding structures. Side curtain and torso airbags deployed in the Acura TL and
Volvo S60, although the S60’s
torso airbag fired too late in
the crash to protect the test
dummy’s chest from potential contact with side structures. Of seven luxury cars
tested, one or more of the
curtain and torso airbags
didn’t deploy.
(Continued on page 3)

Answers from last
IACAI Skills Issue:
1a: 86,597 ft/lbs
1b: 415,082 ft/lbs
1c: 87.4 fps
2a: 69.5 fps
2b: 69.5 fps
2c: 104,350 ft/lbs
2d: 113,200 ft/lbs
2e: 85.0 fps
2f: 109 fps
2g 23.7 fps
3a: 323,000 ft/lbs
3b: 88,000 ft/lbs
3c: 81.3 fps
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SEMINAR ANNOUNCEMENT

"Photo-only Photogrammetry Training”

This class would be a
good class as a refresher to taking good
photogrammetry photographs, and an easy way
to get some extra hands-

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 0900-1500 hrs
at the

on training, especially if
you are planning on taking the week-long Photo-

Warsaw Police Department
2191 East Fort Wayne Street

grammetry class.

Warsaw, IN 46580

Note: Some training will take place outside; please come prepared for weather
conditions.
Please bring your digital 35mm Camera and Photogrammetry equipment.

Cost: $50 for IACAI members; $75 for non-members

The Indiana Association of Certified
Accident Investigators
P.O. Box 1566
Warsaw, IN 46581-1566

*No advanced registration is required.*
The Association is published

Registration begins at 08:30am

quarterly as a service to members of the Indiana Association of
Certified Accident Investigators.

Questions regarding this seminar may be directed to IACAI
President Kip Shuter
email: kipss@warsawpd.org

Articles submitted are the responsibility of the author; the IACAI
assumes no responsibility
as to an article’s content..

